FACTORY GLASS LIFTING SYSTEMS

Product Crane Systems
Glass Pack Lifters
Trolley Lifting Crane forks
Vaccum Lifters
FACTORY CRANE DETAILS

Metalcraft light overhead crane systems are a partnership between quality German engineering and New Zealand design skills. Metalcraft can design these systems to suit your factory requirements.

With the correct vacuum lifter, your product will be unloaded with ease, saving time and unnecessary back damage.

Our systems can have single or multiple bridges and our systems can be designed to lift loads between 100KG to 750KG.

GET FULL PRODUCT CATALOGUES ONLINE AT WWW.METALCRAFT.CO.NZ
Shown here is our 7M x 5M x 5M high product crane system. This system features double bridges which allow for multiple loading or unloading.

These systems are a perfect addition for all glass processing and double glazing machines.

With a light weight overhead crane system you can safely unload meeting all OSH requirements.
Light rail truck loading cranes are the safest and most efficient way to load your glass transporters.

With the use of the correct vacuum lifter, panels up to 500KG can be loaded with this light rail system.

Metalcraft can also design truck loading systems to suit your factory space.
Metalcraft 2.5 ton glass pack lifters are manufactured to allow for safe and quick loading and unloading of packed glass.

Metalcraft can also design and manufacture product specific lifters to meet your needs.
Metalcraft crane forks are certified for lifting up to 2 tons.

These lifting forks are very versatile and allow for loading and unloading without needing a forklift.
Through our network of partnered suppliers, we are able to recommend and supply the correct vacuum lifter required for both your factory lifting and onsite glazing needs.
DID YOU KNOW?

WE ALSO OFFER A FULL 3D CAD DESIGN PROCESS SPECIALISING IN CUSTOM DESIGNS TO MEET YOUR PRODUCT CRANE AND LIFTING NEEDS.

OUR OTHER PRODUCTS

GLASS TRANSPORTATION

GLASS STORAGE SYSTEMS

GLASS CUTTING & PROCESSING TABLES

GLASS ONSITE HANDLING PRODUCTS

GLASS PRODUCT DISPLAY SYSTEMS
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